World Culture Comes to Lund

by Valerie Durnin
Between bands at the Lund
Even if you didn't attend the Aboriginal Australian Workshops in Lund or
Dayz dance, a duo of performers
Powell River in July, chances are that your were able to experience a little of the
brought a little bit of world culture
culture brought over by Jeff Timbery and his cousin David, from die dances,
to Lund. Bandek Bajowa, from
songs, and didgeridoo playing that they shared with us over Lund Dayz.
Nigeria, and Manon Germain of
They call the didgeridoo a yideke, which is their word for spirit, because the
Canada are representatives of the
music is one with the spirit of the player. They came here to share some of their
Odua Drummers and Cultural
culture with us, through the traditional means by which they share it amongst
Society, a non-profit organization
themselves - dance, song, rhythm, music. “We have a mimicking side to our
whose current mission is to set up a culture,” says David, and if you saw the emu or the kangaroo dance you would
resource centre in Nigeria. Their
know exactly what that means. “Not that we want to avoid language, it's just
performance in Lund is part of a
that using song and dance is the enjoyment side for our people. And it is a very
fund-raising trip across the West
important part as well, using that experience and that song to teach people about
Coast, during which they are trying the way our culture is.” It's also the way they have always taught their younger
to raise $20,000 for material and
children about life, and now is how they teach them about their cultural history.
equipment for the centre.
They are from New South Wales, near Jervis Bay, about 250 km south of
“Spirit directed us here, to come Sydney. They live on their family's traditional lands on the sea's edge. They call
partake of the festivity,” says
it Booderrec, and it is one of the coastal areas that has been given back to the
Bandek.“The Spirit linked us to
aboriginal people after sixty years of Native Land Claims. “It means everything
people with the same spirit as us.”
to have our land back,” says Dave. “We are a fishing community and we have
He sees in Lund, and especially in
great ties to the coastline.” He describes huge mounds of shells at the side of the
the children, the same spirit that he
beach that are sacred to his family; it is where they would leave the shells of the
is striving to retain and rebuild in
bimbola and abalone, scallops and mollusks that were the remainder of the
his home. “Children here are so
family's traditional feasts; it is where they have been collecting for generations,
free and playful,” he notes,
and now that land is back in their family.
“inquisitive and not afraid. In other
Jeff and Dave travel Australia teaching their family's history to Elementary
places they can be more timid.
and Secondary schools. “We’ve been retrieving the historical culture,” says
Lund is an old community and a
Dave. The lives of their people were changed forever when Europeans landed
young community at the same time,” he continues, and adds that he felt at home Botany Bay in the late
driving here.
l 800’s, moving Aboriginal
The centre that the Odua Society dreams of building is another step along a
families into missions and
road begun in 1996. In September of 1998, the society successfully founded an
settlements. Before that, the
elementary school between two rural communities, Igbotako and Ijuodo, in
land was divided into
Ondo State. The school provides an alternative to government-sponsored
territories belonging to
schools, which, says Manon, “are for profit and are ruled by the bottom line”.
distinct language groups. Jeff
The Odua-sponsored school teaches the government curriculum but “we offer a
and Dave are both from the
more Montessori-type approach” she says. “We want the children to interact
Dharawal language group,
with the environment and the community.” In order to assure a rounded
though Jeff's tribe is Bidjigal
experience, days are broken up, with creative learning added to the tegular
and David's is Wanwandian.
curriculum, including instruction in arts, music and computers. Hie children are
They are not first cousins,
taught Nigerian culture, but are also give a world view.
but in their culture “there's
“So much has been lost,” says Bandek, referring to the Yomba culture,
no difference between first
which is his heritage. “It used to be that everyone came together for
and third cousins,” says
celebrations, feasts. In the past we did these as a community, now we do it
Dave, and continues, “in
individually” Even the perception of family has changed, and what was once a
Australia the Aboriginal
family of uncles, aunts and cousins is now reduced to husband, wife and
family is much wider. In my
children. “We want to help people go back to their roots. To use the tools of a
‘Mother' term I have my
new future but still be able to go back.” The community centre will do thisby
mother, but also many
providing a place where they can do the things of life together again: batik,
aunties that are mothers to
wood carving, metal sculpting, medicine. Bandek adds that the town is planning me. In the ‘Father’ term for a
a food coop to benefit local farmers.
young man there is usually
The Odua Drummers and Cultural Society accepts donations toward their
one father though I have
mission, and can be reached at 2829 Grant Street, Vancouver, BC, V5M 3H4,
many uncles that also step in
(604) 255-8094 or by email: oduasociety@yahoo.com. There is a web page
as role models. In the
www.loonie.net/~lpaul/odua/. You may also sponsor a child for $35 per 6-month ‘Grandmother' term, we
period, which provides books and a daily lunch. One Canadian dollar can buy
pretty much call all the elder
lunch for a student for a week. Donors will receive periodic mailings of the
women auntie. Cousins,” he
society's and the children's progress.
adds, “that would be too long
On Sunday morning, Bandek and Manon performed again, this time inviting to talk about.”
Lund residents to take part in the music. With sticks, bells, and drums, a rhythm
They found a sort of
emerged and was sustained by all who took part. Joining in rhythm is like
family here, in the connection they felt for the native people of our area. “For us
joining our cultures. “Without Canada we cannot further development in
the things that are important is to learn from meeting indigenous people, like the
Nigeria,” says Manon. Bandek sums it up. “We are forming a universal
Sliammon,” says Jeff. He found much similarity between the issues both
community”
continued on page 2
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New Fire Truck on Order
RCMP Visits Lund Community Club
The Dome Renovated as Retreat

Lund Dayz
and more..

The View from Lund
From the Editor . . .
okay, it’s
happened again. I’ve left myself with no room for
my editorial. Hmmm.
Let me say that July was a month rilled
with perfect moments, and I use the term quite
specifically. If you want to know what I mean
when I say that swimming at midnight in
phosphorescent algae was for me a ‘perfect
moment’, rent Swimming to Cambodia, Spalding
Gray’s account of his experiences while filming
The Killing Fields, from the video store. He
defines the term better than I ever could.
The harmony and festivity of Lund was
evident at Okeover Fest, at Lund Dayz, and at
other gatherings during the month. It was
mentioned to me more than once that it seems
more like the Lund of old, with the Lund Theatre
Troupe returning with Closedfor Renovations,
and die proliferation of community activities.
So August promises to be quieter, at least
for the residents. The harbour at Lund is as busy
as I’ve ever seen it, which in the face of the hoteI
closing is heartening. It seems that Lund will go
on, feeing it’s challenges and enduring.
It is a priveIege to live in a place fiIIed
with beauty, to be able to experience natural
wonders like phosphrescent algae. No wonder
that perfect moments happen here.
Valerie
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by Margaret Ducharme

Luna Maeva, a baby girl, bom
July I6 , 1999, I2:50am
to Victor Page and
Lyne Deschenes, 7 lbs, 11 oz.
A sister for Joanou and Mai-Savana

Back by Popular Demand...
In case you missed it, the
Lund Theatre Troupe's original production of

Closed for Renovations
will replay at the Gazebo,
Saturday, August 28th, 7:00pm (Lund time)

Powel River Museum and Historical Archives
is inviting local photographers to
participate in a Millennium project... to
record a year in the life of Powell River
and to reflect changes in the community.

Interested? Contact Teede at 425-2222

Thanks to our Vendors ...
101 Auto & Convenience Store
Nancy's Bakery
Starboard Cafe
Lund Market
Small Planet Whole Foods
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Community
Events
Noticeboard
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Every wanted to be a Reporter?
A Sports Writer? Lloyd Robertson?
Okay, maybe we can't turn you into
Lloyd Robertson, but you can help your
community ana practice your writing
skills at the same time.

Meet with the team Thurs, Aug 19
at the Lund Market. C'mon. Do it.

Aboriginal Australians Visit Lund

Continuedfrom page 1
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Aug 19
7:30 pm

Barnacle Meeting on the
Terrace at the Lund Market

Aug 24
7 pm

Lund Community
Club Meeting
at the Fire Hall

Aug 28
7 pm

Closed for Renovations
at the Gazebo
Back by Popular Demand!
Dance to follow

I f you w ould like
to book an event a t the Gazebo
c a llJam ie a t 4 8 3 -8 9 0 9
I f you w ould like an eventposted here,
contact Valerie a t 4 8 3 -4 1 5 0

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
First 30 words

$3.00

Each addt’l 30 words

$2.00

Classified ads must be prepaid by cash,
cheque or money order. Make payable to
The Lund Community Club. Sent to
The Barnacle, Box 67, Lund, BC VON 2G0
or drop off at 101 Auto Service.

ADVERTISING RATES:
All sizes are approximate
Business card

3-1/2*x 2"

$10.00

1/8 page

3-7/8* x 5*

$15.00

1/4 page

5* x 7-7/8*

$25.00

1/3 page

4-7/8*x 10-1/8*

$35.00

1/2 page

7-1/2*x 10*

$50.00

Full page

10* x 15-1/2*

$100.00

cultures face, and while here was able to compare stories on everything from land claims to uses for
plants and trees, materials, even fishing equipment. “It is like a home away from home,” he adds.
“They have been very welcoming to us. Is has been great for us to sit and talk and make connections
in this area.” He also felt welcomed by the people of Lund, including the invitation to be part of the
Lund Theatre Troupe’s play Closedfor Renovations.
“I’m glad that Dave could come with us this time and we’re both traveling around together,”
says Jeff, “so that we can share more with more people. Last time I was here I felt that I wasn’t able
to give enough, show enough.” They found that the people who attended their workshops had some
knowledge of Aboriginal culture, whether from books or other sources, but stress that the experience
of the living culture is quite a different thing. “Hearing it come from the actual Aboriginal people is
better,” says Dave. “A book can never give you the full picture. Our culture was never written down
in books.” He illustrates that fact by mentioning that Canada is not quite what he had expected based
on the documentary movies he had seen in Australia.
Both cousins would like to return bringing more of their family for the next trip. Dave would
like to bring a whole dance troupe, and some women, who would be able to share more fully the
women’s part of their culture. And to spend more time, because, finishes Dave, “Three weeks is not
long enough.”

All proceeds go to the Lund Com m unity Club.

THE LUND BARNACLE

THE BARNACLE STAFF

The Lund Barnacle is published monthly by the Lund Community Club. Submissions are welcome in the
form of articles, news items, letters to the editor, fillers, graphics and photographs. We reserve the right to
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101 and Malaspina Rd., or send to The Barnacle c/o Box 67, Lund, BC VON 2GO. We prefer submission
on a 3.5“ floppy in a version of WordPerfect (Windows 95 or older) or in ASCII (DOS) test, with a
printout included, though we can accept copy printed, typed or handwritten, or you may email to
tdurnin@aisl.bc.ca

EDITORIAL POUCY
The Barnacle is a forum for ideas in the Lund community. Editorial policy is to print what people submit
in their own voices as much as possible, respecting the paper’s purpose of providing a forum for the
{immunity on things that matter to its members. If you have a problem with with something that appears
in the paper or if you like something in or about the paper, we hope you’ll say so - to The Barnacle, not
just your neighbour We’ll print it.

DEADUNE FOR
SUBMISSIONS AND ADS
FOR THE AUGUST ISSUE:

FRIDAY AUGUST 27

Editor for this issue:
Valerie Dumin
Contributors:
Barb Doyle, Tim Connors,
Camille Davidson, Roy Duggan,
TedDumm, Cor Landmen
Linda Nailer, Suzan Roos, Len Ryan
Photography:
Len Ryan, Cor Landman, Valerie Dumin
Above-and-Beyond Computer Support:
Len Ryan
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To Lund, my extended family and community,
I would like to express
began to build our rock walls
my gratitude to the
The crew picked up a knack
community for voluntarily
for rock wall construction
coming together and creating
and were soon realizing my
a new center for all of us. As
vision of the Gazebo
I leave my home to work arid
grounds. For most of the
travel abroad, l feel that l am
project I dedicated myself to
not leaving a little,
providing the crew with what
economically depressed
they needed to get on with
village, but rather that I am
the job. It was a great
leaving a vibrant growing
pleasure to take on a
community of people who
supporting role and watch
are more like family than
them excel at their work.
neighbours.
My success as a supervisor
It has been an honour to work on the
working with a shoestring budget was made possible
Community Club land and become reimmersed in
by the generous contributions of more individuals
Lund. While living in Vancouver this spring I was
than I can name. For every problem or need which
glad to hear of the work that the Lund Community
we encountered during the project, there was
Club (LCC) was doing and upon discovering the
someone out there in the community willing to
availability of government funding, I was glad for
donate their time, machinery, or materials. In
the chance to return home to join in. My initial
addition to the constant work done by LCC
contacts with the LCC executive were extremely
executives, the number of skilled people who
positive. While they had heard of the availability of
showed on site in the last few weeks of the project
funding to hire youth through the Ministry of the
was astounding.
Environment, they had not put an application
As I rush off to Japan, I regret not having the
together. I committed myself to the process, helping
time to properly thank every person who made the
to produce a w in n in g grant proposal. An essential
Lund Community Club - Environment Youth Team
part of the proposal was displaying community
project a success. The experience that this project
involvement While in Vancouver, I telephoned ten
has provided me with is priceless and it is with pride
Lund residents who had skills that would be of use
that I can leave Lund, knowing that I have helped
in the provision of tra in in g for a youth work crew.
build a small part of my home.
The response I got from these initial calls was
Thanks to all of you.
astounding. Every single person was supportive and
Yours,
willing to volunteer their time. A quick trip up Lund
Towagh Behr
finalized some of the detai ls and with a
lot of help from the LCC, I was able to
complete a promising grant application.
After calling the funding agency
e v e ry couple of days to plead for haste
in a decision, the LCC was awarded a
grant to hire five young people to work
on landscaping the grounds around the
Gazebo, with me as supervisor. Sitting
on a LCC committee and choosing five
from the thirty-six applicants was a new
and much more difficult experience
than I had anticipated. Before I knew it
Gateway to Desolation Sound
I was on the Gazebo site doing my best
to direct the work of five people. As it
• Padi Dive Centre
was my first experience as a supervisor,
• Padi Scuba Instruction
I made my fair share of mistakes and
learned a lot. Some initial training in
• Scuba Equipment Sales & Rentals
First Aid, some local history, and team
• Ocean Kayak Sales & Rentals
building exercises provided by
volunteers brought the work crew
• Dive Kayak Sales & Rentals
together and created a real
understanding of the value of the
• Kayak Instrucion • Kayak Tours
project at hand. The success of the
OPEN DAILY
project is without a doubt due to their
sweat and perseverance.
The crew (Casey, Kelsey, Kyle,
BOX 47 LUND B.C.
Natalie and Jessica) spent the first two
V0N2G0 (604)483-3223
weeks on the job cleaning up debris on
the site. As fire season came on we

LUND AUTO & OUTBOARD LTD.
Service Calls to Desolation Sound & Area
Car Parking & Boat Storage • 500 ft. from Harbour
Open Monday to Saturday
MARINER OUTBOARDS • MERCRUISER STERN DRIVES
MALIBU BOATS • SALES & SERVICE
ONAN GENERATORS
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THAT is HERE
THAT is US
It is the Lund we came to marvel at,
then grew fond of and then fell in love with.
Once we were settled into a routine, got to
know some people and knew where things
were, we wanted to be part of it.
A nation is built upon communities just
like ours and we are now part of that family
Just to work and play together brings great
satisfaction. To know each other, to exchange
views, experiences and knowledge is a
tremendous boost for happiness.
The Gazebo is physical proof. The
peace and joy that place portrays makes the
soul say "thank you" over and over again. If we
could enlarge that group of "input people" to
the extent of every single inhabitant in the area
it would be paradise. We already live in God's
country and creating such a large family would
fulfil and enrich everyone's life. If we all chip
in a little, great things can be achieved.
Many little things make one big one
Cor

PADf

'Launch kayaks outside the store
for the most wonderful scenery
on the west coast.'

B o a r 's N e s t Q u a r r y
Rock & Road Building
Material
Excavator & Backhoe
Available

REPAIRS K) ALL MARKS

Lee Edmondson
Mark Sorensen

m

Phone or Fax

483 4999
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NFVD Orders New Fire Truck
by Barb Doyle
One the events of Lund Dayz was the pancake breakfast held Sunday
morning at the Gazebo by the volunteer firefighters. Money raised at this
breakfast and the three previous
is going towards the purchase
of the new fire tnick.
Approximately $1,000 has been
raised to date.
According to Northside
Volunteer Fire Chief Mark
Sorensen the $160,000 engine
has been ordered and should
arrive by the end of March,
2000. It is a GMC Hub Truck
Then ... A 1949 Fire Truck was on display
with an automatic transmission at the NFVD Pancake Breakfast at 101 Auto
and top mount controls and is
diesel powered. It has an 800 gallon water capacity with an 840 gallon per
minute pump. It is equipped with a class A&B foam system for oil and
construction fires. The truck will be made in Langley, BC and the colour; fire
engine red.
Sorensen also spoke about the fundraising for the jaws of life.
Between the bottle drive, rummage sale, corporate and private donations,
Tina Ferreira, the person responsible for the success of this campaign, has
raised more than $5,900 towards the total cost of $10,000. The jaws of life
will be purchased when the full purchase price has been reached. Mark and
Tina extend their thanks to the people of Lund for their continued support.

NOW ... The new fire truck includes a large, 800-gallon capacity water tank.

Lund Landmark Rebuilt into Retreat
“The Dome”, owned by Phil Russell and his partner Roisin, has been
renovated and opened as a retreat. “The dome was pretty dilapidated, says Phil,
“and some of the construction was bizarre.” Not the fact that is a completely
spherical building, but some of the details, like sash-window skylights that
leaked when it rained. It has now been returned to it’s full, round glory, with a
brand new kitchen, a large entrance hall, a bedroom and sitting room with a
wood stove on the first floor, and an upstairs sleeping loft. There is a wrap
around deck, and a bath house that will soon contain a propane-powered sauna.
“I’m looking into propane toilet,” as well, adds Phil.
The dome was built for the 1968 Vancouver Expo, where it was part of an
exhibit on alternative living, and brought to Lund in the early 70’s by Neil
Chaikel. Neil and his wife lived in it for ten years, moving in the early 1980's
into the house where Phil now lives. The dome then served as Neil’s glassmaking studio until it fell into disuse.
Phil and Roisin bought it in ‘93, and, says Phil, “it was pretty much rotten,
but it was still pretty funky to go in to. What we wanted was to get it to the point
that it could be used as a guest cabin for a family” Rick Tacoma, a carpenter
from Victoria, came down to see it, and “he had a good look at it and thought he
could save it,” says Phil.
Stephan and Isabel Morgenstem made a large donation of fir that ensured
that the project could go ahead. Phil points to interior walls and structural beams
that were milled from the raw logs they provided. In the end, fifty percent of the
materials used were salvaged from the original structure, and recycled red cedar
telephone and hydro poles were added. The project took about four months to
complete.
The Dome is now available for $75 per night for two people, with an additional
charge of $20 for each additional person Roisin stresses that it is a retreat, not a
bread and breakfast, though the kitchen allows any guests to do their own cooking.
Contact Phil and Roisin at 483-9160 for more information or reservations.

Lund Water Taxi
Total Goastal Service

483-9749
Scheduled runs starting J u ly 1st
including Labour Day
From
9:00
From
9:30
Lund:
Savary: 11:30
1:00
1:00
1:30
3:00
3:30
6:00*
6:30
Only on Fri., Sat., Sun.
Year Round Schedule: Monday through Friday
from Lund 7:45 am
4:00 pm

from Savary 8:00 am
4:30 pm

J^konc Tl^&ryaiLcrns A'pprcciatcd

Lund News
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R C M P V isits L C C

During the period of June 1998 through June
1999, die Lund area reported 29 incidents to the
Powell River RCMP, most consisting of break and
enters, theft from homes or autos, and wilful damage.
On Tuesday, July 22, Officer George Buttuls of the
Powell River RCMP attended the Lund Community
Club meeting to present these statistics and to discuss
the issue of the safety of Lund and it’s residents. All
the incidents reported occurred between the months
of May and October.
“It is not a lot in terms of Powell Rover crime, but
it’s still there,” he said. Any time that a complaint
comes into the Powell River RCMP office it is
responded to, though Lund’s distance from Powell
River will affect the speed with which an officer will
respond.
Nevertheless, Officer Buttuls stresses the
importance of informing the police about any
suspicious activities in the neighbourhood. Make
sure to note the description of any suspicious vehicle,
and write down the licence number, or any part of the
licence number that you might have seen. Also, write
down the description of any suspicious person in the
neighbourhood. Information can be called into the
police station in Powell River, or through Crime
Stoppers. The police station prioritizes com plaints
and responds as soon as officers are available, and all
Crime Stoppers tips are followed up on.
The officer also discussed the
Neighbourhood Watch Program, in
which communities gather together to
watch over each other’s safety and
property. “The only way that works is if
the whole com m unity gets involved,”
notes Officer Buttuls, and adds that the
program provides stickers and signs
informing strangers that the program is in
place, winch work as a crime deterrents.
It was suggested that Lund might
benefit from a manned police station,
especially during the summer months.
This could be staffed by RCMP or, as is
the case in Nanaimo, by trained
community members, though there is
currently no funding for such a program.
If Lund residents were to decide to
pursue the idea, they would need to lobby
the RCMP for funding.
Finally, the officer mentioned the
role of common sense in ensuring the
safety of the community. Often the police
respond to a break and enter calls to find
that the victim did not lock his or her
door. For more information on your
security and the Neighbourhood Watch
Program, contact your local RCMP
office.

Diesel Spills Occur
at Reopened Gas Dock

Safety Tips from the
Neighbourhood Watch Program

Protect Yourself By...
• Good lighting.
• Good lock security.
• Secure all doors & windows
when house is unoccupied.
• Let a trusted neighbour know
when you are on vacation.
• Join Operation Identification.

The gas dock in Lund Harbour opened on July 28.
On July 29 at 6pm a diesel spill was reported to the
Harbour Master and the owner of the gas facility was
contacted. Signs of a fuel spill include a rainbow sheen on
the water and the odor of gas in the air. The diesel fuel
spread quickly, and although there are booms available that
will contain and absorb fuel spills, these were not used in
this case.
There was another spill on August 11* at 9:50 am.

'Dig & Barge Crashes
on Atrevida Beach

Watch for...
• Suspicious persons or
activities.
• Vehicles passing by numerous
times, suspiciously parked
or constantly travelling
alleyways.
• Write down licence numbers
and descriptions

On July 18th, between 1 and 1:30 am, a tug and barge, en
route south, came ashore, just missing residents of Atrevida's
moorages. These consist of an 80 foot wharf attached to one
moorage, and one open boat on another moorage.
The tug seemed to have sustained only minor damages, the
damage to the barges were undetermined.
The only damage to the beach was the movement of rocks,
and possible damage to one unoccupied moorage, which may
have been taken out when the tug and barge left.
The crew of the tug were very efficient in coping with the
crash, and were back underway in just 30 minutes.

Lunch & Dinner
Licensed Premises

483-9705
Manager:

Flo Turgeon
S e a fo o d S p e c ia ls
S a n d w ic h e s

"H o m e m a d e S o u p

PVesh S a la d s

H o f C o j^ fe e

Open daily 11:30am to 9pm

Sunday Brunch 11 am

Closed Wednesdays in September
o u t* b l a c k b o a r d

fo r d a ily

s p e c ia ls

Lund Market I0- 8"-<>8|>m■.-*»>sa
& Ice Cream Shoppe
in th e Lund RV Plark
localfresh & certified organic produce, certified organic food, general store
ice cream, sundaes
banana splits, milk shakes
cold drinks

dairy & dry goods, bulk items
snacks, coffee, tea

483-4463
lie Internet Station
e-mail access
Lund residents: first hour of each week free!

ays: all videos 99c
includes new releases!
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HOEGER YACHTING
LTD.
FOR HAULOUT & REPAIRS
IN LUND
—MARINE WAYS:
Haulout to 65 ft./60 Tons

—REPAIRS:
Mechanical, electrical,
fiberglass, wood

The Lund Community Club would like to extend a hearty ...

ALSO: Supplies, Hardware, Maintenance, Paint,
Pressure Washing, Clothing, Moorage
Ask about charters on our 42 ft Ketch

PH. 604-483-9002
BOX 73

fa x

6 0 4 -4 8 3 -4 9 1 4

LUND, B.C. VON 2G0

... to all the volunteers
who m ade Okeover Fest and Lund Dayz a grand success!

Fire Extinguisher
Service Ltd.
7 Sote&

171

7

7

S e r v ic e

CRANBERRY B A R B ER SHOP
Open Tuesday - Saturday
Closed Sunday + M onday

fc e o fa n q iH fy

John Bryant
6377 Chilco St.
Powell River, BC
V8A 4Z9

Phone (604) 438-9638
FAX (604) 483-4902

'S e to o tf “
P acvett IRutcz <uuC t&c SumJiuu

483-4844
iutce t* ? 9 0 '
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Lund Dayz is the celebration of Lund as
a community. It began Saturday evening
with the dance at the Gazebo. One
definition of dance is to draw together and
that certainly happened with people of all
ages coming together to dance among the
trees and stars. The music played into the
wee hours as the revelers asked for more.
The next morning the gazebo floor was
littered with the bodies of sleeping
musicians while the volunteer firefighters
flipped pancakes on the grill.
It was 9:00 am and a few people sat at
the tables enjoying their breakfast It was
not long, however, before the tables were
full with people eating and listening to the
music of the Odua Drummers. While I did
not attend the kidz events I did get to see
many children with painted faces running,
climbing and bouncing about. I saw
exhausted parents and lost balloons capture
by the trees. And dogs
chasing children with big
cookies.
Lund Dayz ended

osed
for
vcitions
hree hundred Lund
isidents came out to
:e the first Lund
heatre Troupe show in
fteen years. Call it a
itire, call it a collective

Sunday evening with the
production of the play "Closed for
Renovations" The Gazebo was
full and overflowing. We were
told the play would be slightly
delayed and the reason given for
the delay was 'this is Lund'. While
we waited children ran, dogs
barked and people bantered. Soon
the curtains opened and laughter
resounded from the trees. The
audience watched as the actors
introduced the community to
itself, and voiced it's grievances.
The viewers responded with
laughter and applause. It was a
great evening and a great ending
to Lund Dayz, the celebration of a
community.
by Barb Doyle

murder fantasy, (and it
has been called both
those things in the last
week), chalk it up to
artistic expression or
mudslinging- it
generated a lot of
interest and managed,
controversy aside, to
be funny and
entertaining in it’s
own right.
Have you heard the
Lund Wind?
Valerie

Certified
Organically
Grown
Foods

Thank you also to the businesses who contributed to the
Northside Volunteer Fire Department Pancake Breakfast:
Klahanie Variety Store - coffee fixings
Lund Market - eggs, plates, oil
Nancy’s Bakery - coffee
Chopping Block - sausages

Mitchell Bros - syrup, margarine
101 Auto - juices
Willow Hollow Bakery special price on pancake mix

Small
Planet
Whole
Foods

Bulk
Organic

Marine Ave.

Open Mon-Sat,
9:30-5:30

485-9134
Across from Ferry Terminal

m

ALBATROSS

w ellsp R in q s
h e a lin g c e n tr e

Design & Construction
^

Box 19, LUND, B.C. VON 2G0

Art you seeking a greater experience of wholeness andfulfillment, j oy and peace of mind?
I offer assistance, through various heating disciplines, in helping you to reconnect with
your source of personal power, sense of purpose, and well-being.

NEW HOMES . ADDITIONS
RENOVATIONS

• SPIRITUAL COUNSELLING
Spirit Releasement Therapy
Soul Retrieval

• JIN SHIN DO ACUPRESSURE
• SELF-EMPOW ERM ENT CLASSES

• ACCUPUNTURE

• HOUSE CALLS AVAILABLE

Tou are invited to have a FREE CONSULTATION
where we w ill assess the best approach according to your needs.

MICHAEL MAZUREK

ROSOLYNN B. CAIDEN»™

Residence 483-4381

\

483-4381 LUND

Licensed Accupuncturist
Spiritual Counsellor

485-0077 POWELLRIVER J
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Okeover Fest Tradition Renewed at Gazebo

by Leonard Ryan
The best of remembered Lund festivities came
property where he built it, partly as a facility for
back to life July 17 with the relocated Okeover
the annual event. The new Gazebo and
Fest. Sparkling in their holiday finery, people of
surrounding property allowed easier access for
all ages danced, romanced, played, and socialised,
more people, while preserving the warm woodsy
as the warm summer air carried the sounds of
nature of the traditional social event.
jazzy blues, folk, rock, country and western, all
Professional Rick Bockner of Cortes Island
comfortably blended, like Lundarea society.
has played and sung his own songs at the Okeover
Throughout the long summer afternoon, and
Fest for many years, celebrating life on the rural
far into the night, it was a time of song and dance,
coast. He was back again, sounding better than
recalling Led Zepppelin's prophetic line "...and
ever with the superb acoustics of the Gazebo.
the woods will echo with laughter".
Augmenting the natural was Michael
Billed as the 7th Annual Okeover Fest, the
ConwayBrown with the sound system, another
event actually goes back quite a few years further
long time participant. Another of the coast's
than that. Instigator-In-Chief Roy Harcus can't say
professionals, Ken Hamm of Nanaimo, offered a
for sure when it was that the first boatin’ party
more gutsy jazz and blues.
Keith Bennet and
happened at his Okeover Inlet oyster farm, but it
Band of North Vancouver, gave a mixture of
was 10 or 12 years ago, maybe more. Word spread
everything, all of it danceable, pop, roclc, country
among professional musicians and serious ama
and western, whatever category one might care to
teurs, Roy built a stage which doubled as a work
create, it was all great music.
& firewood area, he added solar power and sound
Long dresses, blue jeans, silks and satins, were
equipment. It turned into a year round part time
worn by young and old. Small children climbed
hobby for Roy as each year it got bigger & bigger.
on the rock walls, danced on the floor, played hide
Roy was also a leading builder of the Lund
and seek in the woods. Mothers carrying babies
Gazebo. As a matter of fact, the first prototype of
boogied to the beat. Teenagers studied teenagers.
the unique design stands on Roy's oyster lease
Harmony reigned and everybody agreed.

in l|/l£

by Ted Durnin
Some people believe in omens, like when a
black cat crosses your path you’ll have bad luck.
Some people have a fancier word for omens: they
call them harbingers, I know, it sounds kind of
like “hamburgers,” so someone might come
running into the room and yell: “They lowered
taxes! It’s a harbinger of the apocalypse!” and
you’d answer, “You want fries with that?” But if
you try to take it seriously for a minute, you’ll
realize that taxes never go down, so you know
something’s up and you’d better head for the hills.
See, I think that some omens must be true.
Like when the dog throws up on your shoe, that’s
an omen that you’re going to have to spend money
on new shoes, and maybe a new dog. Or what
about when you see geese flying the wrong way?
If it were people, I’d think that maybe they spotted
a celebrity, or there’s a sale or something. But
geese? They’re pretty much wired for survival,
they don’t have room in their brains for anything
else, like sitcoms or politics. So you’d better pay
attention to them,
I guess the point of all this is that there’s lots
to watch out for, if you know what you’re looking
for, and you can avoid a lot of trouble. Actually, if
the apocalypse does come, it might be kind of
hard to avoid. But you would know about it a bit
before anybody else, so you could say you were
following it before it was popular. There’s a
comforting thought to take into eternity. Me, I
think I’ll go down to the diner and have a
hamburger of the apocalypse right now, before it’s
too late.

Closed for Renovations: A Theatrical Review byAlexanderwheian
Locals and tourists, landlords and tenants - a diverse compilation of non-specific characterizations,
lives, and situations; all blended to evoke laughter, and poke fun at every single one of us; was presented
for the first time in the Lund Gazebo on the evening of Sunday August l . An expose of the human
condition, “dosed for Renovations”, is an over-exaggerated, deliberately distorted parody of both human
frailty and human folly; ;a fantasy “who-done-it”; a good look at who-we-all-are, and aren’t, all in the same
breath. An appreciative audience departed with laughter in their throats and went straight home to spend the
better part of the following week entertaining paranoid fantasies of possible self-identification with one, or
another of the play’s characters, roles, or situations. If theatre is art, and art’s purpose is partially to provoke
an inner response in us all, to delve below the surface of consciousness, to examine our inner feelings and
orientations - then perhaps the play has achieve it’s purpose (anyone still feeling paranoid, please step to the
back of the bus for afiirther, more extensive self-examination). Hats off to writers, directors, actors, et al.

VISA MC
INTERAC
AMEX

.

Open Every Day
7am to 6pm

Convenience Store
Open 7 days a week
Summer hours:
Weekdays & Saturday 8am - 8pm
Sunday 9am - 6pm

AUTO SERVICE)
and Convenience Store
bread • milk - eggs • snacks • cold drinks

Full Auto Service & Repair

Fresh Bread & Milk

Tire Repair

Rene's Pasta
Emmond's Eggs

Oil Changes
Auto Parts
Licensed Mechanic
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Hormone-Free Meat
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Video
Rentals!
over 200 titles available!

New Releases:
Payback 8mm
Fairy Tale
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'Plant the/Henth:
by
Suzan Roos

It’s tough deciding which plant
to feature for this newspaper, but
one that really stands out this time of
year is Echinacea purpurea • also
known as purple coneflower.
This was one of the first plants
to get planted when we moved to
Lund in 95 and now there are several
magnificent clumps of it. This plant
has a lot going for it Not only is it
attractive, but it’s free of disease,
attracts bees and butterflies and is
highly regarded medicinally
As established clump grows up to 4 feet tall with many flower stalks
arising out of a single stem. The flowers are - you guessed it - purple with a
spiky centre with many petals dropping down from it. It blooms late summer
(argh, we’re already there) and fall.
Echinacea is perhaps most well known these days for its immune
boosting qualities. Tinctures and teas are readily available, but it’s easy to
make your own. The leaves can be used for a tea either fresh or dried and can
be sipped any time. The taste is not overly flavourfiil so I like to mix them
with other herbs like mint
As for tincture, the roots from three year or older plants are generally
used although upon researching this article I found that you can use the leaves
and seeds as well. The recipe is as follows:
3.5 ounces (100 grams) finely chopped roots, leaves or seeds
3/4 cup (350 ml) high grain alcohol eg. Vodka
3/4 cup (350 ml) water
Put all the ingredients in a bottle and shake the mix daily for two weeks. Then
strain and filter into brown dropper bottles.
Some people take the tincture daily but it’s apparently better to take it
only when you feel a cold or fly coming on. In that case a dropper full three
times a day is the recommended dose. When you’re really sick one to three
droppers full every two hours for a week is often prescribed. After ten days
the effectiveness is reduced and a break of a week is advised.
Echinacea is easy to start from seed. Many sources recommended a
chilling period before sprouting, but I’ve found that it sprouts fine when
planted up like any other seed in early spring. When large enough, plant out
in a sunny site with average to rich, well-drained soil.
This is a long-lived, drought tolerant perennial that will give you pleasure
and medicine for years to come. Thanks to Dan Jason’s Greening the Garden
for his excellent information on this plant.

The summer is starting to wind down now, and I think to myself that I may
he able to get back to that unfinished garden that I have been working on. But
before I can do that, I must take care of
the weeding. How do they grow so fast? G a r d e n G n o m e s
I could have sworn I used landscape
fabric. It is a mystery - not soon to be
S h e e s h ! by Linda Nailer I
solved. So... reluctantly, l start pulling
the big ones. Yanking, jerking, breaking off and filling up the wheel barrow
time after time. It is hot, and still lots to do. Every time I pull a week, there is
something brown and dead behind it, or another weed that I didn’t see the first
time. Finally the weeds and debris are under control, but now I am looking at
the bare spots where there once was colour and beauty. Rats - now l have to fill
in those spots.
Off to the greenhouse I go, in search of the right plants. Those leftover
geraniums will do nicely. I grab 30 and haul them up to the gardens. One here,
one there, 2 over there ... until they are all planted. Hmmm... it needs
something else. A h... yes - stargazer lilies will do nicely Finally all the plants
are in place and all I have to do is water.
Off I go again to hook up that network of hoses that are everywhere. Fifteen
minutes later, I ahve it figured out. Somewhat frustrated I finally go back to the
faucet and turn on the water. NOTHING!! Not a drop! What the??? So ... back
up to the garden to check all the connectors - still nothing. Over to the sprinkler
- give it a jiggle. Oh, oh... the head was siezed, but it’s working now! If I let go
of this thing I’m gonna get wet.What are my options? No options, so I let go of
the damned thing and run like the wind. “Agggghhhhh!!!” Just out of range I
collect my watered down dignity, and glance around to see if any neighbours
have noticed. Satisfied that no one noticed, I retire to the deck for a cold one.
As I dot with feet propped up wondering how that gardening prefect
became so complicated, a friend drops in. She says “Mind if I look at your
gardens?” With an edge in my voice I say “Sure know yourself out. Oh...
While you’re down there, would you mind moving the sprinkler for me?” The
edge turns to a menacing chuckle in the back of my throat as I think to myself
“Little miss perfect is gonna get wet.”
Five minutes later she returns - dry and calm. “The gardens are just lovely. I
moved the sprinkler over to the dahlias, and also gave the apple trees a little bit
with the watering can. What a great watering system you have!” Hey is some
thing wrong, Linda? You seem a little aggravated.”
I sulkily glance
sideways at her and
say “NOPE” as I pop
TINA’S MOBILE HAIR CARE
the lid off another
cold one. Somewhere
For Women and Men
deep in my thoughts
Serving residents from
is the nasty little
voice echoing these
Saltery Bay to Lund
words, “Garden
Gnomes! SHEESH!”

483-9634

Serving the Sunshine Coast

L ig h t n
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KE Services

Residential & Commercial Wiring Since 1981
Contractor Licence No. 9549

DON WORTHEN, 483-9897

BOX 37, LUND, B.C., VON 2G0

servicing all your propane gas appliances
Kim

483-3262

N a i l e r 's N u r s e r y
Perennials

C l o s e d fo r t h e S e a s o n
B y A p p o i n t m e n t O nly
C a l l 483-2488
9306 Malaspina Road (Lund Hwy & Malaspina Road)

•

Begonias

For Fresh Cut Flowers
call ahead and leave a message

483-2488
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Pollen 6 Co: Quality Sv/ool Su/eateJis jAohzt TfLiDing <Wow£"Business
by Valerie Durnin
Evelyn Pollen is
knitting the back of a
sweater on the knitting
machine, while finished
pieces whirl around in the
dryer. The machine emits a
friendly hum, and four
threads in her most popular
colon forest green, are
being knit into Pollen &
Co’s signature stitch. “This
stitch seems the best
because it lies really flat
and has a smooth surface
so that it doesn't catch on
things,” she says. Also, the
stitches line up in tight
rows, which fulfills another requirement. “We
wanted a fabric that feels thick, but was tightly
knit so that it wouldn’t snag on things.”
You’ve probably seen the sweaters around,
usually on fishermen or hikers, people who spend
a lot of time outdoors and need the warmth of the
Superwash wool. Evelyn has been malting these
sweaters since 1986, and business has grown
considerably since she first set up the machine.
It was actually Evelyn’s husband Dave who
first became interested in knitting machines. “I
like to knit by hand,” she says, “and I did a lot of
sewing and craft work.” She began selling some
of her work to the Lund craft store when it opened
- originally called Daisy Jones’ Locker and then
renamed Lundscapes when it was bought by
Joanne Suche. “That was a wonderful
store,” she adds. Seeing how much time
Evelyn was investing in her work, “My
husband persuaded me to get the
knitting machine, and he learned how
to use it out of the book. Then he taught
me,” she laughs. They purchased a
Passap knitting machine, imported from
Switzerland, and set to making
sweaters. They chose to knit with
Superwash wool“because no one else
was doing that, and it makes pure wool
sweater that you can wear right next to
your skin, and can throw in die washer
and dryer.”
By now the sweater back is ready to
be cut from the machine. The last
hundred rows have been knit with a
tighter, ribbed stitch, so that the sweater
is not as stretchy at the top, and because
it gives better shape to the sweater. The
finished fabric is smooth and soft, not
at all like the texture that you might
think of when you think of wool. It is
the Superwash wool process, a
trademarked process done in Germany,
that makes the difference. “It’s so
breathable, because the wool strands
have lanolin in them,” says Evelyn. “A
LADDIE
TIMBERYS

pieces that have just been dried flat, in preparation
for assembly, she notices a tiny pull in one piece
and sets it aside. The knit, the cut of the pieces,
the seams, the sizing, all are attended to. Plackets
or zippers are carefully stitched, and even the
buttons are sewn with two threads so that they do
not unravel if a thread comes loose. The final
assembled garments are beautiful and wearable.
Pollen & Co sweaters come in eight colors
from sizes XS to XXXL, and in Lund are
available at Hoeger Yachting and the Lund
Market. They are also available by calling 800667-6603, or contact Evelyn by email at
pollen@prcn.org. Look for a website in the future.

wool shaft is like a tube filled with
lanolin, with another tube around it
to which are attached tiny barbs
which overlap in layers, like a pine
cone.” The Superwash process
removes the barbs, leaving the wool
to wrap against itself without
catching.
It also makes a warm, durable,
machine-washable sweater. Evelyn
tells of a woman who brought her
sweater back after ten years to have
the elbows repaired so that she
could continue wearing it. It is that
kind of loyalty that has
allowed Pollen & Co’s
business to build continually
over the years. “For the first few years we
doubled in sales every year,” Evelyn says,
though she notes that sales have now
leveled off. “I’m quite convinced that in a
few years we’ll be able to make a modest
expansion in the business,” she adds,
based on feedback from customers and
retailers. She faces a challenge, as the
sweaters retail for between $150 and $200.
“It takes a while to convince a market that
these sweaters are worth as much as they
are,” she says, but adds “It’s a product
that’s been tested in the market.”
Evelyn’s attention to detail and
concern for quality are evident in every
Pollen & Co sweater. As she lays the

Evelyn Pollen in her home workshop.

Pollen & Compdn^
= j f C ra ig g o a c T j f ^

the ideal sweater
for fhose who
work outdoors
phone or fax
(604)403-4402

toll-free 1-000-667—6603
£maiH: pollen @ptCK.o)Lg

aoaidablle at Hoegex (jaeJking and. t k Lund Mcuhet

Phil Russell

(604) 483-9160

CV
Shields, boomerangs,
bark paintings, art &craft,
didgeridoos
Web Site:
www.islandnet.com/~bidjigal

REMOTE

CONCRETE

^Af

• FORMING AND FINISHING
FOUNDATIONS, DRIVEWAYS
RETAINING WALLS, ETC.
• PORTABLE 2 YARD MIXER
• SITE PREP (EXCAVATOR,
CRAWLER, DUMP TRUCK)
QUALIFIED
BUILDER

PHONE: 414-0122

PAGER: 414-9098

FROM THE GROUND UP

FAX: 414-0015
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I listen to the squirrels chirp with glee.
There’s so much,
And watch the sun set over the sea.
This place has in store,
See bald eagles soar up in the sky.
I’ve learned so much here,
Watch the fir trees grow up high.
And I'm still learning more.
When we’re in the boat,
I have so many memories,
Speeding past die old fishin’ hole,
I hold close and dear,
I realize this place, in my life.
And all those memories,
Has played a most important role.
I remember them here.
Filling up the woodstove.
This is the place,
With log after log,
I’ll always love most,
Gazing at the mo untains.
This beautiful inlet,
Peering out of the fog.
On the Sunshine Coast.
I’ve had so many good times
This is the one place,
In many good ways,
I will never forget,
I’ve seen beautiful things.
My beautiful home,
On many beautiful days.
In Okeover InletThere is nowhere,
Ont his world’s face,
Dedicated to my father,
That could ever,
Sheldon Ahola.
by Brenda L. Ahola
Take Okeover’s place.
Written
for Father’s Day.
age 16

Lund
Info
Exchange
Have a perplexing problem? A querulous question?
Ask your community for help.
Thanks to Cor Landman for this idea.

Cor Landman writes:
I have an ancient 8-foot dish and
• equipment for TV reception (part of
house purchase). Is there anybody who know
how it is supposed to work and how I can
create the best results? 483-947l

I

Home

Lu n b Licusoiai by Brin Wilson
The hotel may be closed “for renovations” but
from within the cauldron of flames that make up the
new crucible of culture that is revitalizing Lund,
there lurks a phoenix of memory, bright cherry-red,
among the ashes that have lain undisturbed for
many years in the mind’s eye and memory.
Sometime in the 70’s, I visited Lund, captivated by
brown thighed women lounging around the
harbour, some alone, others with children sucking a
juicy, white breast, a long haired man often lurking
nearby, playing at being father or sometimes
stroking a brown thigh in anticipation of
gratification later. Those long haired, long legged
female beauties have mostly moved on, leaving
some geriatric descendants, grey haired claimants
to the last of the best bottom set.
But Lund is open for action with lots going on.
The energy might have shifted a little from the
harbour towards the Gazebo, thanks to the Lund

Why does my pressure cut off when two
2 • taps
are employed? 483-9471
Contact Cor if you can help, and if you can, jot down your
solutions and send it to us. We'll publish it!

Community Club. That is a personal opinion,
probably biased, especially from an inhabitant of
the “little smoke” aka Westview. On the other hand,
I can claim to have Lund “Frequent Visitor” points,
now numbering scores.
Today’s visitors drive Suzuki Sidekicks instead
of old Volkswagens, but many sunkissed sexy
females of all ages, saunter around the harbour. Cell
phones are more common than salad bowls at some
tables in local restaurants. Yet the ambiance of
Lund is still there and no boring condo plantations
have grown up to invade the waterfront ala Big Sur
or Monte Carlo. The waters of the harbour reflect
the boats, trees and surrounding old buildings,
including the boardwalk, that have stood for years.
Nancy’s Bakery serves good coffee, excellent pizza
and other delicious goodies to visiting tourists and
loyal locals in the off-season. In winter,
southeastern hurl spray and ruffle the green waters
of the shoreline, causing Savary to be a grey blur on
the horizon, The Raggeds to be like tittle
strawberries in a desert, submerged by foamy cream

and Powell River to disappear into the mist, lost
forever like those gorillas in the mysterious African
jungle. Newcomers, retirees, artists, urban refugees
have settled, linked by electronic ties to the outside.
A delicate balance has to be maintained by these
sylvan cyber refugees between info overload and
becoming modem day Robinson Crnsoes, lost
forever in verdant green islands of monastic silence,
the choice of the modem day monk, to be in
contemplative silence, while keeping a discreet
digit poised to hook into the great world outside.
Samuel Pepys said in his writings “a man who
is tired of London, is tired of life”. Obviously he
couldn’t choose between an idyllic life in beautiful
Berkshire, outside London, and London itself. Lund
author astronauts can visit London electronically
and still wallow in the herb patdi. A nice choice.
Soon, this former urban refugee/writer will be in
Kinsale, Cork, on the Irish south coast for a brief
stay Kinsale is a large Lund, narrow streets, pubs
with Celtic music and dark-haired colleens of
Spanish descent.

Klahanie Variety Store
Gas

o

Groceries

Hardware

o

Fishing Tackle
Licenci
Bait

Native Art
and Jewelry

Deli Features:
Daily Lunch Specials
4 1#

Breakfast Eggers
All Occasion Cakes
■
—-«-■*

decorated by request

Store Hours: 6:30 AM to 10:00 PM daily
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Tracy Pihl & Chef Candice Husband Invite You to a New Lund Dining Experience

Open for Lunch and Dinner

11 am to 11:30 pm Daily
Fully Licensed

483-3334
Lots of Appetizers
Grill • Pastas • Seafood
Burgers • Sandwiches
Large Outdoor Deck
with the Best View in Lund!
On the North Shore of Lund Harbour.
TUm at Franzene Road, just above the Old Community Club

